
100 Weapons To Grow Your Online Influence,
Attract Customers And Drive Profits
Are you looking to enhance your online presence and increase your influence? In
today's digital age, businesses prioritize building their online reputation to attract
customers and drive profits. With the right tools and strategies, you can grow your
online influence exponentially. In this article, we will discuss 100 weapons that
can help you achieve these goals and elevate your online presence.

1. Powerful Social Media Platforms

Utilize major social media platforms such as Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and
LinkedIn to connect with your target audience and build a strong online
community. Regularly post engaging content, respond to comments and
messages, and leverage the power of hashtags to expand your reach.

2. Interactive Quizzes and Surveys

Create interactive quizzes and surveys to captivate your audience and gather
valuable insights. This not only encourages engagement but also helps you better
understand your customers' needs and preferences.
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3. Informative Blog Posts

Write detailed and informative blog posts that provide valuable insights or
solutions to common problems faced by your target audience. Quality content
establishes you as an industry expert and attracts organic traffic to your website.

4. Engaging Videos

Take advantage of the growing popularity of video content by creating engaging
and informative videos. Share tutorials, product reviews, or behind-the-scenes
glimpses to captivate your audience and increase your online influence.

5. Email Marketing Campaigns

Efficiently use email marketing campaigns to nurture leads and build relationships
with your audience. Provide exclusive offers, discounts, or valuable content that
keeps your subscribers engaged and drives them to take action.

6. Influencer Collaborations

Partner with influencers in your industry who have a strong online presence and
engage with a similar target audience. Collaborating with them can significantly
expand your reach and attract new customers.

7. Webinars and Online Workshops

Host webinars and online workshops to share your knowledge with your
audience. These live events provide a platform for interaction, allowing you to
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establish yourself as an authority figure and attract potential customers.

8. Engaging Infographics

Create visually appealing infographics that present complex information in a
simplified manner. Such content is highly shareable and can attract a large
audience, increasing your online influence and driving traffic to your website.

9. User-Generated Content

Encourage your audience to create and share content related to your brand. This
can include reviews, testimonials, or creative posts that showcase their
satisfaction with your products or services. User-generated content is a great way
to build trust and attract new customers.

10. Collaborative Content Projects

Collaborate with other industry experts to create valuable content that can be
shared across various platforms. This not only allows you to tap into each other's
audiences but also presents a united front, establishing credibility and expertise.

11. Online Contests and Giveaways

Hold online contests and giveaways that require participants to engage with your
brand by sharing or tagging friends. Such activities increase brand awareness,
attract new followers, and foster a sense of community.

12. Automated Social Media Posting

Use social media scheduling tools to automate your posts, ensuring a consistent
presence and maximizing engagement. This saves time while allowing you to
reach your audience at optimal times.

13. Online Advertising Campaigns



Utilize targeted online advertising campaigns through platforms like Google Ads
and Facebook Ads. These allow you to reach a specific audience based on their
demographics and interests, increasing the chances of attracting potential
customers.

14. Thought Leadership Content

Create thought-provoking content that challenges common beliefs or offers a
unique perspective. Becoming a thought leader in your industry helps you stand
out from the competition and attracts a loyal following.

15. Podcasts

Start a podcast where you discuss industry-related topics, interview experts, or
share your experiences. Podcasts are a popular medium due to their
convenience, and they can help you establish a loyal listener base.

16. Mobile Optimization

Ensure that your website and content are optimized for mobile devices. With the
majority of internet users accessing content through their smartphones, mobile
optimization is crucial to provide a seamless experience for your audience.

17. Retargeting Campaigns

Implement retargeting campaigns that show relevant ads to users who have
previously visited your website. This increases brand recognition and helps
reconnect with potential customers who showed initial interest.

18. Search Engine Optimization (SEO)

Optimize your website's content to improve its visibility in search engine results.
By targeting relevant keywords and creating valuable content, you can attract
organic traffic from search engines and enhance your online influence.



19. Collaborative Guest Blogging

Write guest blog posts for other reputable websites or invite guest bloggers to
contribute to your own blog. This cross-promotion allows you to tap into each
other's audiences and establish authority within the industry.

20. Engaging Online Forums

Participate in online forums and communities relevant to your industry. Answer
questions, share valuable insights, and engage with community members to
establish yourself as an expert and attract potential customers.

21. Chatbots

Integrate chatbots on your website or social media platforms to enhance
customer service and engagement. Chatbots provide immediate assistance,
guiding users through their buying journey and increasing customer satisfaction.

22. Social Media Influencer Takeovers

Allow social media influencers to take over your platforms for a day or a specific
event. This generates excitement, attracts new followers, and exposes your
brand to their audience.

23. Cross-Promote on Other Platforms

Cross-promote your social media accounts or website on different platforms.
Mention your online presence during podcast interviews, YouTube videos, or
guest blog posts to expand your reach beyond your existing audience.

24. Collaborative Giveaways with Influencers

Partner with influencers to host joint giveaways. This increases brand exposure,
attracts new followers, and provides the opportunity to engage with potential



customers through creative campaigns.

25. Leveraging User Reviews

Showcase positive user reviews and testimonials prominently on your website
and social media platforms. This builds trust and credibility while encouraging
potential customers to take action.

26. Interactive Web Design

Create an interactive and visually appealing web design that encourages user
engagement. Incorporate elements like quizzes, polls, or interactive sliders that
capture your audience's attention and keep them on your website.

27. Cross-Promotion with Complementary Brands

Partner with complementary brands to create joint marketing campaigns. Cross-
promoting each other's products not only expands your audience but also
establishes credibility within a similar target market.

28. Writing E-books

Write and publish e-books that provide in-depth knowledge or offer solutions to
common industry challenges. E-books are a valuable resource that can be
offered for free or sold, establishing authority and generating leads.

29. Engaging Online Courses

Create online courses or tutorials related to your industry and offer them to your
audience. This not only enhances your online influence but also establishes you
as an educator and thought leader.

30. Collaboration with Non-Profit Organizations



Partner with non-profit organizations aligned with your brand values. By
supporting a cause, you generate positive brand image and attract socially
conscious customers who appreciate your commitment to making a difference.

31. Providing Free Resources

Offer free resources such as templates, guides, or tools that solve common
problems faced by your audience. This establishes your brand as a helpful
resource while attracting potential customers.

32. Captivating Visual Storytelling

Create visually captivating stories through images, videos, or animations. Visual
storytelling helps you connect emotionally with your audience and makes your
content more shareable on various platforms.

33. Strategic Alliance with Media Outlets

Forge strategic alliances with media outlets to gain coverage for your brand.
Contributing expert opinions or securing interviews can increase your visibility
and attract new customers.

34. Collaboration with Micro-Influencers

Connect with micro-influencers who have a smaller but highly engaged audience.
Collaborating with them allows for more targeted reach, authenticity, and
enhanced influence within a specific niche.

35. Local SEO Optimization

Optimize your website and online presence for local searches. Local SEO
optimization ensures that potential customers within your area can easily find
your business, increasing foot traffic and driving profits.



36. Engaging Podcast Guest Appearances

Guest appear on podcasts relevant to your industry. Sharing valuable insights
and experiences positions you as an authority and exposes your brand to a new
audience.

37. Influencer Shoutouts and Testimonials

Seek influencer shoutouts or testimonials that endorse your products or services.
The influence of respected individuals can attract new customers and elevate
your brand's credibility.

38. Social Media Ads Targeting Lookalike Audiences

Utilize social media ads to target lookalike audiences who share similar
characteristics with your existing customer base. This strategy allows you to
expand your reach to potential customers who are likely to be interested in your
offerings.

39. Native Advertising

Create native advertisements that blend seamlessly with the platform they are
displayed on. Native advertising appears more organic, increasing the chances of
attracting attention and driving engagement.

40. Industry-Relevant Podcast Sponsorships

Sponsor popular podcasts within your industry to reach a highly engaged
audience. Podcast sponsorships allow you to showcase your brand in a
trustworthy and authentic manner.

41. Engaging Email Newsletters



Send out regular email newsletters that provide valuable content to your
subscribers. Engaging newsletters keep your audience informed, increase brand
recognition, and drive traffic to your website.

42. Interactive Social Media Stories

Use interactive features within social media stories to engage your audience.
Polls, questions, or swipe-up features can capture attention and encourage
participation.

43. Educational Webinars

Host educational webinars that share industry-specific knowledge or teach new
skills. Webinars position you as an expert and allow you to engage directly with
potential customers.

44. LinkedIn Thought Leadership

Focus on building thought leadership on LinkedIn, a platform known for
professional connections. Publish insightful articles and engage in relevant
discussions to expand your network and influence.

45. Strategic Podcast Advertisements

Advertise on popular podcasts that cater to your target audience. Podcast ads,
when strategically curated, can generate interest and direct potential customers
to your products or services.

46. Affiliate Marketing

Incorporate affiliate marketing programs where influencers or affiliates promote
your products or services in return for a commission. Affiliate marketing helps you
reach new audiences and increase sales.



47. Engaging Social Media Giveaways

Run engaging social media giveaways that require participants to engage with
your content or follow your accounts. Giveaways generate excitement and attract
new followers who are interested in your offerings.

48. Engaging YouTube Channel

Create an engaging YouTube channel where you share valuable content,
tutorials, or behind-the-scenes footage. YouTube allows you to tap into its large
user base and build a loyal subscriber base.

49. Engage with Industry Forums

Participate in industry-specific forums and engage in discussions with potential
customers. Providing value and answering questions establishes you as an
industry expert and promotes your brand.

50. Create Authentic Social Media Content

Share authentic behind-the-scenes content on social media platforms. This gives
your audience a glimpse into your brand's personality, fostering a sense of
connection and trust.

51. Web Push Notifications

Implement web push notifications that provide timely updates or exclusive offers
to your audience. This direct communication channel increases engagement and
encourages repeat visits to your website.

52. Engaging Facebook Groups

Create or join engaging Facebook groups related to your industry. Actively
participate and provide value to group members, gradually building a loyal



community of potential customers.

53. Guest Appearances on Webinars

Participate as a guest speaker on industry-related webinars hosted by others.
This expands your network, establishes credibility, and exposes your brand to a
new audience.

54. Engaging Instagram Reels

By utilizing Instagram Reels, create captivating short videos that entertain or
provide valuable information. Instagram Reels allows you to reach a wide
audience within the platform.

55. Engage with Online Influencer Communities

Join and engage with online influencer communities where you can share your
expertise and connect with potential customers. Building relationships with fellow
influencers can lead to collaborative opportunities.

56. Targeted Content Upgrades

Create targeted content upgrades that provide additional value to your blog posts
or social media content. This incentivizes users to provide their email addresses
and builds your subscriber list.

57. Collaborative YouTube Videos

Create collaborative YouTube videos with other influencers or brands in your
industry. This expands your reach and introduces your brand to new audiences
through cross-promotion.

58. LinkedIn Ads for B2B Influence



Run LinkedIn ads targeted at professionals and businesses. LinkedIn is well-
suited for B2B influence, and a well-executed advertising campaign can attract
valuable leads.

59. Engaging Pinterest Boards

Create visually appealing Pinterest boards that showcase your brand's aesthetic.
Pinterest serves as a search engine for inspiration, making it an ideal platform to
attract users who align with your brand's image.

60. Engaging Twitter Chats

Participate in and host engaging Twitter chats related to your industry. This allows
for direct interaction with potential customers and demonstrates your expertise
within the field.

61. Leverage LinkedIn Connections

Utilize your LinkedIn connections to expand your network and reach. Engage with
their posts, contribute valuable insights, and leverage their networks to increase
your online influence.

62. Engaging Instagram Captions

Write captivating and thought-provoking captions for your Instagram posts.
Engaging captions encourage meaningful conversations and help establish your
brand's unique voice.

63. Instagram Ads Targeting Specific Interests

Create targeted Instagram ads based on users' specific interests. This ensures
that your ads reach an audience already inclined towards your offerings,
increasing the chances of conversion.



64. Engaging LinkedIn Articles

Write and publish engaging articles on LinkedIn's publishing platform. Share
valuable insights, professional tips, or industry predictions to establish yourself as
an authority figure.

65. YouTube Ads for Video Influence

Invest in YouTube ads to promote your video content. YouTube ads allow you to
target specific audiences and increase your brand's visibility within the platform.

66. User-Generated Hashtags

Create user-generated hashtags to encourage your audience to share content
related to your brand. By using these hashtags, your audience helps promote
your brand and attract new customers.

67. Interactive Instagram Stories

Use Instagram's interactive features, such as polls, quizzes, or question boxes, to
engage your audience and encourage participation. Interactive stories increase
brand awareness and foster a sense of community.

68. Engaging LinkedIn Videos

Create engaging and informative videos specifically tailored for LinkedIn.
LinkedIn videos allow you to showcase your expertise and attract a professional
audience.

69. Sponsored Content with Influencers

Sponsor content created by influencers within your industry. Sponsored content
helps you tap into their audience and gain credible exposure.

70. Engaging Pinterest Rich Pins



Utilize Pinterest Rich Pins to display additional information about your products or
services. Rich Pins make it easier for users to engage with your content and
increase the chances of driving traffic to your website.

71. Engaging Instagram Live Videos

Host live video sessions on Instagram to connect with your audience in real-time.
Live videos provide an opportunity for direct interaction, allowing you to answer
questions and solidify your online influence.

72. Engaging LinkedIn Groups

Join and participate in relevant LinkedIn groups to engage with your target
audience. Sharing valuable insights and fostering discussions establish your
expertise and attract potential customers.

73. Collaborative Blogging Events

Participate in collaborative blogging events or challenges to connect with other
bloggers and increase your online influence. Joint efforts can amplify your reach
and attract a new audience.

74. Engaging YouTube Live Streams

Host live streams on YouTube to interact with your audience and answer their
questions in real-time. YouTube live streams enhance engagement and create a
sense of community.

75. Automate Email Responders

Set up automated email responders to acknowledge and address inquiries or
comments from your subscribers. This ensures timely responses and increases
customer satisfaction.



76. Engaging Evergreen Content

Create evergreen content that remains relevant, even after extended periods.
This type of content continues to attract organic traffic, establishing your online
influence for an extended period.
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Equipping you with action plans, implementation steps and more than 100
marketing weapons, Jay Conrad Levinson, The Father of Guerrilla Marketing, and
social media expert Shane Gibson teach you how to combine the timeless
principles of guerrilla marketing with the latest social media applications and
networks. Discarding overwhelming statistics, buzzwords and acronyms,
Levinson and Gibson provide a step-by-step social media attack plan. Following
their take-no-prisoners guerilla approach, you’ll learn how to identify
unconventional social media opportunities, engage customers, motivate action,
and capture profits away from your competitors. Includes: • 19 secrets every
guerrilla social media marketer needs to know • The Guerrilla Social Media Toolkit
• The Seven-Sentence Social Media Attack Plan • 22-point social site and blog
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checklist • 20 types of ROI • Free guerrilla intelligence tools • Future social media
weapons that are worth knowing about • And more! This is THE social media
guerrilla’s go-to guide—learn how to employ a social media plan that earns
attention—and profits!
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